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Abstract—Flexibleand wearable sensors increasingly draw
attention owing to their advantages of providing lightweight,
portable, wearable, or implantable capabilities. Along with the
development of flexible materials toward wearable devices,
flexible sensors operating via electrochemical and mechan-
ical stimuli demonstrate promise to fulfill potential health-
care and robotics applications, including artificial muscles,
health monitoring, human motion detection, soft robotic skin,
and human–machine interfaces. This review focuses on car-
bon nanotube (CNT)-based flexible sensors to detect diverse
chemical species and mechanical forces. Often, combined
with polymers to imbue flexibility, CNT-based flexible sensors
enable specific and stable detections of mechanical deformations and electrochemical analytes while withstanding
various mechanical loads, including stretching, bending, and twisting.
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I. INTRODUCTION17

ALONG with the development of flexible materials, flexi-18

ble sensors have become increasingly promising to fulfill19

applications in healthcare and robotics [1]. Interests within20

industrial applications include artificial muscles [2], health21

monitoring [3], human motion detection [4], soft robotic22

skin [5], and human–machine interfaces [6]. Sensors typically23

composed of rigid materials, such as metals and inorganic24

semiconductors, often cannot undergo high-strain applications.25

Therefore, increasing demand for flexible sensors is present,26

and strategies and new materials are being researched to27

achieve high performance as flexible systems to withstand the28

strain toward wearable technologies [7].29

Owing to their remarkably superior carrier mobility, stabil-30

ity, and outstanding mechanical flexibility, carbon nanotubes31

(CNTs) are promising nanomaterials for flexible or stretch-32

able microelectronics [8]. As shown in Fig. 1, CNTs can be33

viewed as 1-D nanotubes of graphene, defined by a hexagonal34

arrangement of carbon atoms. A seamless cylindrical single-35
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walled CNT (SWCNT) can be understood as a rolled graphene 36

sheet in its geometry. They are characterized by the resulting 37

structural parameters of diameter and chirality, defined by 38

indices (n, m). Because of their versatility and use in var- 39

ious electronic applications, CNTs may be characterized by 40

differing electrical characteristics depending on these indices 41

(n, m) such that, when the difference of indices (n−m) equals 42

the multiples of 3, then the CNT is metallic, and for all the 43

other values, it is semiconducting. Furthermore, the bandgap 44

of a semiconducting nanotube can be tailored, as it is inversely 45

proportional to its diameter. Materials with tailorable bandgaps 46

are useful for sensitive semiconducting sensing capabilities, 47

such as field-effect transistors (FETs) [9]. These properties 48

enable us to use CNTs in diverse electronic applications, which 49

require a specific design of an electrode surface interfaced 50

with its surrounding environment to detect exclusive signals 51

and convert them to meaningful and quantifiable information. 52

CNT-based sensors have drawn increasing attention toward 53

sensing both electrochemical and mechanical stimuli for wear- 54

able applications [10], [11], [12]. Electrochemical sensors 55

typically contain an analyte that binds to a receptor and a 56

transducer (electrode) to convert the chemical reaction into 57

an electrical signal [13]. Here, the electrode often oxidizes or 58

reduces the analyte of interest, and the produced current is 59

monitored to collect concentration data within the sample of 60

interest. Owing to their high surface-to-volume ratio, CNTs 61
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Fig. 1. (a) Schematic illustration of a (6, 5) SWNT rolled up from a graphene sheet. The chiral indices (n, m) uniquely define the structure of an
SWNT [173]. Graphene and CNTs as (b) SWCNT and (c) MWCNT structures [174]. (d) Unrolled honeycomb lattice of a nanotube. A nanotube
can be constructed when connecting sites O and A and sites B and B∗. OA and OB define the chiral vector and the translational vector T of the
nanotube, respectively. The rectangle OAB∗B defines the unit cell for the nanotube. The figure is constructed for an (n, m) = (4, 2) nanotube [40].
(e) Schematic band structure and density of states of metallic nanotube: the crossing bands at the Fermi level result in a finite density of states and
metallic behavior. The other noncrossing bands cause van Hove singularities. (f) Schematic band structure and density of states of semiconducting
nanotube: there are no allowed states at the Fermi energy, and the tube behaves as a semiconductor. van Hove singularities appear at the band
minima and maxima as a result of the 1-D electronic system [41]. Figures reprinted with permission from [173] Copyright 2019, Springer Nature.
Figures reprinted with permission from [174] Copyright 2014, Frontiers. Figures reprinted with permission from [40] Copyright 2004, Annual Reviews.
Figures reprinted with permission from [41] Copyright 2010, Bentham Science Publishers.

are promising as sensing materials. The tube structure of62

CNTs can be compared to graphene sheets rolled into tubes.63

Therefore, the electronic properties of CNTs are like the basal64

planes of pyrolytic graphite (BPPG). Furthermore, the end65

regions of CNTs have higher curve strain, so the opening ends66

can combine various oxygen-containing groups, possessing67

properties like the edge locations of BPPG [14]; this structure68

can help to accumulate more biomolecules, which leads to69

enhancement of the probe’s sensitivity [15].70

Detecting both mechanical and electrochemical stimuli with71

flexibility is critical to various fields that undergo mechanical72

deformation, such as flexible displays [16], wearable sen-73

sors [17], flexible electronic papers [18], and wound moni-74

toring patches [19]. For example, flexible sensors can be used75

to monitor individuals’ biometrics in vivo or on one’s skin for76

active dynamic use, increasing self-monitoring capabilities in a77

growing telehealth industry [20], or provide sensory feedback78

to enable new capabilities in robotics [21]. In addition, flexible79

damage monitoring sensors are advantageous for the easy80

installation of devices on complex geometries, such as switch81

rails, providing data that can be employed to minimize risk82

and negative consequences [22], [23]. For these reasons, the83

development of CNT-based flexible sensors is a growing focus84

among the research and industry communities alike due to 85

their potentially revolutionary applications [24]. 86

As introduced, a greater focus on CNT-based flexible elec- 87

tronics has recently coincided with an increase in review 88

papers related to this topic area. A review article was published 89

about CNT-based flexible electronics for flexible circuits, 90

displays, RF devices, and biochemical sensors [25]. This 91

article reviews the progress of CNTs in flexible electronics by 92

describing their mechanical and electrical properties. In 2019, 93

another review was published on electrochemical hydrogen 94

peroxide nanotube-based biosensors [26]. This article mainly 95

focuses on CNT-based electrochemical hydrogen peroxide 96

sensing strategies, which provides us with several design 97

directions for flexible electrochemical sensors. Another review 98

article on CNT-based flexible sensors focuses broadly on man- 99

ufacturing strategies. More recently, a review was published 100

focusing on CNT-based flexible mechanical sensors, giving the 101

details for fabricating CNT-based flexible conductive networks 102

for resistive-type strain sensors [27]. 103

Here, we review the most recent advances in flexible and 104

wearable sensors based on CNTs. First, we describe the 105

structure and material properties of CNTs, followed by a dis- 106

cussion of synthesis strategies and immobilization techniques 107
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Fig. 2. (a) Schematic theoretical model for SWCNTs with chirality [102]. (b) AFM image of two tungsten leads connecting an individual CNT to
measure. (c) Resistance stability of the CNT for two probe and four-probe measurements resulting in current densities higher than 109 A/cm2 at
ambient temperatures of 250 ◦C in the air [32]. Figures reprinted with permission from [102] Copyright 2020, Springer Nature. Figures reprinted with
permission from [32] Copyright 2001, American Institute of Physics.

of CNTs on substrates, including elastomeric polymers and108

their combinations within sensor designs. Furthermore, we fea-109

ture various applications of CNTs as flexible sensors via110

mechanical and electrochemical stimuli and durability toward111

wearable applications. Finally, we highlight the future trends112

and perspectives in developing flexible CNT-based sensors.113

II. CNTS114

A. CNT Overview115

The unique mechanical and electrochemical properties of116

CNTs enable the flexibility and wearability of CNT-based117

sensors. Here, we start from the origin to introduce the118

structure and the properties of CNTs.119

CNTs were discovered in 1991 and have been well studied120

and demonstrated in diverse applications in both industry and121

research [28]. A single CNT is a cylindrical rolled-up layer(s)122

of graphene with a chemical composition of carbon atoms123

arranged in a hexagonal pattern, as shown in Fig. 1(a). The124

carbon atoms in CNTs are chemically bonded by sp2 bonds,125

and the resulting carbon–carbon covalent bonds are valued as126

some of the strongest bonds [29], [30].127

CNTs are divided into either SWCNTs or multiwalled CNTs128

(MWCNTs). SWCNTs typically have diameters between129

0.8 and 2 nm as a single rolled sheet, whereas MWCNTs130

are formed by concentric graphene layers that typically result131

in diameters between 5 and 20 nm. Geometric properties132

of CNTs can be controlled by adjusting the growth para-133

meters, an example of which is the CNT length, which has134

been demonstrated to range from less than 100 nm to up135

to 0.5 m [31]. As shown in Fig. 2(a), the orientation of136

the carbon-bonded hexagonal lattice, referred to as chirality 137

(i.e., armchair, zigzag, or chiral), results in SWCNTs [see 138

Fig. 1(b)] that are either semiconducting or metallic. Arm- 139

chair nanotubes have identical chiral indices and pertain to 140

high conductivity. Alternatively, zigzag nanotubes are semi- 141

conducting with an orientation characterized by rotating the 142

graphene sheet 30◦ from a chiral orientation. On the other 143

hand, MWCNTs [see Fig. 1(c)] are usually highly conductive 144

metallic materials, carrying currents up to 109 A·cm−2 [32]. 145

Owing to their exceptionally high Young modulus, stiffness, 146

flexibility [33], and unique geometry, CNTs have been used in 147

numerous applications, including filtration [34], sensing [35], 148

energy storage [36], electronics [37], catalyst supports [38], 149

and electron field emitters [39]. 150

A CNT is specified by the chiral vector, as shown in the 151

equation: Ch = na1 + ma2 = (n, m). From this equation, 152

the chiral vector is represented by a pair of indices, n and 153

m, which are two integers that correspond to the number of 154

unit vectors along with the two directions in the honeycomb 155

crystal lattice of graphene. When m = 0, the nanotube is called 156

“zigzag”; when n = m, the nanotube is called “armchair”; 157

all other configurations are designated chiral. Fig. 2 shows 158

the three different types of SWCNTs: armchair, zigzag, and 159

chiral. As shown in Fig. 1(d), there are two crystallographic 160

equivalent sites, O and A, on a 2-D graphene sheet, and a chiral 161

vector connects these two sites [40]. Here, the chiral vector 162

makes an angle θ with a zigzag. For different angles θ , CNTs 163

can be divided into armchair nanotubes, zigzag nanotubes, and 164

chiral nanotubes. The diameters of CNTs can also be calcu- 165

lated by indices (n, m). The allowed k-points in the Brillouin 166
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Fig. 3. (a) Flattening of (9, 0) CNT with four different degrees of
deformation. (b) Energy band gap as a function of η for (8, 0) and
(9, 0) SWNTs. The continuous lines are fit through either a quadratic
or linear function [248].

zone are confined to parallel lines in the zone-folding approx-167

imation. The (n, m) pair of integers can determine the length168

and orientation of these lines and the coordinate of the K169

point. As shown in Fig. 1(e) and (f), whether any of the170

allowed K-lines crosses the K point can be used to measure171

the arrangement of carbon atoms, which can influence the172

electrical properties of CNT. K-lines crossing the K point173

means that there are allowed states at the Fermi level—the174

CNT exhibits metallic behavior. There are no K-lines that can175

cross K point means that there are no allowed states at the176

Fermi level; the CNT processes semiconducting behavior [41].177

Depending on the unique electrical properties of CNTs, spe-178

cific types of CNTs are often selected for the design of flexible179

sensors. For example, CNTs are good candidates for devel-180

oping electrochemical sensors, where metallic CNTs enable181

their direct use as the working electrode for three-electrode182

electrochemical sensors. Moreover, metallic CNT-based elec-183

trodes allow fast electron transfer kinetics [244], helping184

electrochemical sensors achieve a fast response. On the other185

hand, the CNTs with semiconducting properties are key mate-186

rials for developing FET-based electrochemical sensors for187

applications, including label-free DNA detection [245] and188

gas sensing [246]. In addition, the combination of p-type and189

n-type semiconducting materials has synergistic effects via190

various oxidative-reductive active sites during the electrochem-191

ical sensing process [247], facilitating the adsorption-diffusion192

of sensing targets on the CNTs’ modified electrode.193

For mechanical sensors, different chiral vectors of CNTs can194

provide various design directions. For example, the relation-195

ship between electrical properties and mechanical deformation196

was explored for CNTs: Mechanical deformation changes197

the chiral vectors of CNTs, realizing the transition between198

metallic and semiconducting. Fig. 3 shows the relationship199

between deformation parameter η and the band gap of CNTs.200

The deformation parameter η is defined as η = (D0 − d)/D0,201

where D0 is the original diameter of the nanotube and d is202

the smallest diameter of the flattened cross section of the203

CNT [248]. Using this principle, the CNTs can be applied204

to measure the strain and deflection.205

B. CNT Fabrication206

Various methods can produce MWCNTs and SWCNTs207

with different scales. Here, we introduce three typical CNT208

Fig. 4. Common CNT fabrication methods, including (a) arc-discharge
method, (b) laser-ablation method, and (c) CVD method [42]. Figures
reprinted with permission from [42] Copyright 2015, Taylor & Francis.

synthesis methods and show the difference in growth condi- 209

tions. Three primary techniques for CNT synthesis include 210

laser ablation, discharge, and chemical vapor deposition 211

(CVD) [42], as shown in Fig. 4. Arc discharge has proven an 212

excellent method for producing high-quality MWCNTs [43] 213

and SWCNTs [44]. In arc discharge, carbon atoms are evapo- 214

rated using a helium plasma initiated by high currents passed 215

through an opposing carbon anode and cathode. Thus, carbon 216
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atoms can be generated from the evaporation of solid carbon217

sources to form CNTs. The temperatures involved in these218

methods are 3000 ◦C–4000 ◦C, close to the melting temper-219

ature of graphite. Usually, the anode is doped with a metal220

catalyst (i.e., Fe, Ni, Co, or Mo) to produce SWCNTs.221

Laser ablation utilizes intense laser pulses to ablate a carbon222

target containing 0.5 atomic percent of nickel and cobalt [45].223

Carbon atoms can be removed from a solid carbon source224

surface due to irradiation by the laser beam. Laser ablation225

involves pulsed laser deposition (PLD), a laser with a high-226

power density, and narrow frequency bandwidth to heat the227

carbon source for vaporizing carbon atoms to form CNTs.228

High-quality and high-purity SWCNTs can be grown using229

the PLD approach [46]. The fundamental differences between230

laser ablation and arc discharge are the methods to obtain231

carbon atoms; one is by high temperature from high currents,232

and another one is by high temperature from irradiating the233

laser beam. In laser ablation, a metal catalyst is not needed,234

and intense laser pulses are generated to deposit CNTs. Laser235

ablation is known to have a high production rate and yield.236

Unlike these methods, CVD does not involve a bulk solid237

carbon source, such as graphite. Instead, a chemical reac-238

tion occurs to deposit materials on target substrates with a239

catalyst, induced by reactive gases, including carbon source240

gas(es), which continuously flows in a high-temperature fur-241

nace. Often, CNTs are synthesized via the reduction of carbon242

precursor by hydrogen on the substrate (such as Si) with243

a catalyst layer (such as Fe) [47]. The substrate typically244

contains a metal catalyst layer, and the carbon source gases245

react at its surface to deposit CNT coatings. The CVD method246

is characterized by enhanced alignment, with a location con-247

trol down to the submicrometer scale, by metal catalysis248

patterning on substrate surfaces [48], [49], [50]. CVD has249

been demonstrated to control CNT geometric properties by250

adjusting the growth recipe, resulting in CNTs of tailorable251

diameter and length [31]. The selection of metal catalyst252

species has also resulted in preferential growth of either253

SWCNTs or MWCNTs [51]. The metal catalyst layer is254

usually deposited on the substrate via sputtering, followed by255

subsequent etching and/or thermal annealing to induce catalyst256

nucleation.257

III. CNT-BASED FLEXIBLE ELECTRODES258

A. CNT Deposition and Transfer259

Combining flexible substrate with sensing electrode is the260

foundation of flexible and wearable sensors. In this section,261

we introduce several typical immobilization methods for CNTs262

on a common flexible substrate to form CNT-based flexible263

electrodes.264

Adapting CNTs toward flexible sensors often requires incor-265

porating CNTs on a flexible (often nonconductive) substrate266

to create functional electrodes for various sensing applica-267

tions [52]. The incorporation of CNTs onto flexible sub-268

strates can be achieved via solution deposition or transfer269

of CVD growth. CNTs can be transferred onto partially270

cured PDMS substrates to maintain alignment and imbue271

flexibility [53], [54], [55], [56]. CNTs can also be trans-272

ferred onto thermoplastic materials, such as polycarbonate273

(PC) substrates [57]. Furthermore, CNTs can be transferred 274

onto substrates [58], such as on Cu foil as the substrate for 275

graphene growth, resulting in flexible electrodes for pressure 276

sensors [59]. In solution deposition, CNTs are often randomly 277

oriented and entangled together to form a disordered film 278

on a substrate. In contrast, vertically aligned CNTs can be 279

fabricated via CVD to form uniform carpets. For this rea- 280

son, alignment achieved via CVD-grown CNTs often results 281

in CNT-base electrodes that outperform solution-processed 282

CNTs in electrical performance [60], [61]. CNT carpets are 283

electrode surfaces composed of arrays of CNTs, in which 284

neighboring CNTs entangle with one another due to van 285

der Waals forces; these electrodes are characterized by low 286

weight and ultrahigh strength with exceptional electronic and 287

thermal properties [31], [32]. Solution deposition generally 288

corresponds to randomly oriented tangled CNTs, known to 289

clump within solutions via attractive van der Waals forces. 290

This CNT deposition method is often used in industrial 291

applications, as it allows scalability for high-yield and low- 292

cost production and patterning via solution-based printing for 293

localized control of deposition. CNTs synthesized by laser 294

ablation or arc discharge often first go through preprocessing 295

stages to purify CNTs by removing by-products of amor- 296

phous carbon and fullerenes. Ultrasonication methods are often 297

used to resolve agglomeration issues associated with CNTs 298

dispersed in solutions, but ultrasonication has been shown 299

to introduce CNT defects [62]. To circumvent this problem, 300

as-grown CNTs can be transferred directly onto desirable 301

substrates. 302

CNT-based electrodes for sensors are often fabricated by 303

solvent dispersion of CNTs that are immobilized onto a sub- 304

strate. This process generally consists of two steps. Fabricated 305

CNTs first undergo purification and activation pretreatments, 306

followed by dispersion into solvent via sonification. Once 307

properly dispersed, CNTs are printed onto a substrate via drop- 308

casting, followed by drying. An extensively used solvent is 309

N-dimethylformamide (DMF) due to its high solubility and 310

exfoliation efficiency. Compared to other solvents, DMF has 311

demonstrated superior dispersion properties [63]. In order to 312

further enhance the solubility of CNTs, some additives can 313

be added to the solvent to assist the dispersion of CNTs, 314

including Nafion [64], surfactants [65], chitosan [66], poly- 315

ethyleneimine [67], and sel-gels [68]. 316

The most common approach of self-assembled 317

immobilization is achieved by the presence of water- 318

soluble polyelectrolytes on the sidewall of CNTs. Because 319

of polyelectrolytes, arrays of CNTs easily attach to form 320

a uniform structure. The molecular design of strong 321

SWCNT/polyelectrolyte multilayer composites was reported 322

previously [69]. Another approach to realize self-assembled 323

immobilization takes place during the acid treatment of 324

CNTs. In this method, negatively charged carboxyl groups 325

introduced to the sidewalls cause CNTs to immobilize onto 326

substrates. Assembling carboxylic terminated CNTs on an 327

amino-terminated silicon surface was accomplished via 328

electrostatic interaction. Carboxyl-terminated CNTs were also 329

organized on gold substrates with a perpendicular orientation 330

via a wet chemical self-assembling technique [70]. 331
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Another common method of immobilizing CNTs on332

an electrode surface involves the electropolymerization of333

various monomers in the presence of dispersed CNTs334

via electrochemical methods. During electropolymerization,335

CNTs are grown on surfaces of CNTs in the presence of336

ions or dopants during the electropolymerization process.337

Recent studies have demonstrated the electropolymeriza-338

tion immobilization method [71]. A conjugated organic339

dye—azocarmine B(ACB)—immobilized CNTs on a carbon340

glass electrode surface, resulting in excellent electrochemical341

sensor performance.342

B. CNTs With Elastomer Polymers as Flexible Electrodes343

The elastomer polymers typically show high viscosity and344

elasticity, especially high failure strain compared with other345

materials, making them the most common flexible substrates346

for flexible and wearable devices. Here, we introduce the per-347

formance of CNTs/elastomer polymer composite electrodes.348

To imbue flexibility for CNT-based electrodes, the most349

common substrate materials include polymers, especially elas-350

tomeric polymers. Though CNTs independently may lack351

flexibility, the combination with flexible polymers allows the352

whole device to be flexible. Elastomeric polymers have been353

combined with CNTs as electrode materials [72], using a354

mixture of polymer and CNTs to minimize the slip between355

adjacent individual CNTs. Many other polymers have been356

used in flexible electrochemical sensors, such as thermoplas-357

tics [73], thermoset resins [74], and elastomers [75].358

The transfer method of CNTs onto flexible substrates can359

directly influence the performance of CNT-based flexible360

sensors. CNTs on Si substrates were immersed in partially361

cured PDMS, and Si substrates were then removed, resulting362

in the full transfer of vertically aligned CNTs on PDMS [76].363

Furthermore, deposition techniques were demonstrated by364

depositing dispersed CNTs on a flexible substrate, allowing365

complicated multilayer structures. A tissue paper/CNT-based366

flexible pressure sensor was developed by direct immersion367

in CNT solution to achieve CNT/tissue paper films [77].368

CNTs were also dispersed in precured PDMS liquid for369

micromolding [78]. CNT/flexible polymer composites were370

furthermore obtained by directly coating PDMS on CNT371

films [79]. An ink printing technology was also used in372

CNT transfer, demonstrating highly stretchable fully printed373

CNT-based electrochemical sensors [80]. CNT ink was printed374

on a polyurethane (PU) flexible substrate to withstand high375

strains (up to 500%) at 2◦. In addition, CNT-based flexible376

pressure sensors were fabricated using ink printing technology377

[81], where the printed CNT ink was used as an electrode378

layer.379

CNTs are commonly deposited or embedded onto flexible380

or stretchable elastomer polymer substrates, such as poly-381

ethylene terephthalate (PET), PC, or polydimethylsiloxane382

(PDMS) [36], [55], [82], [83], [84], [85], [86], [87]. Combin-383

ing these polymers with CNTs enables electrode materials with384

desirable electronic properties for energy storage and sensor385

applications. Electrodes composed of elastomeric substrates386

with CNTs have been demonstrated with the flexibility of387

100% or greater [86], [88], [89], [90], [91], [92], with a388

Fig. 5. Change in resistance versus strain for CNT film on PDMS
substrate. (a) Change in resistance versus strain for the CNT film on
PDMS substrate. (b) Cycling test for films stretched to 50%. (c) Schematic
and AFM image of buckled CNT film on PDMS [95]. Figures reprinted
with permission from [95] Copyright 2011, Springer Nature.

limitation of the cohesive fracture of the elastomeric material. 389

The resistance of CNT electrodes is shown to change as a 390

function of the strain [55], [92], [93], [94]; conducting spray- 391

deposited films of SWCNTs on PDMS substrate demonstrate 392

a conductivity of 2200 S·cm−1, and the film accommodates 393

strains up to 150% [95]. Fig. 5 shows the resistance change 394

during applied strain and relaxation. 395

Flexible electrodes consisting of PDMS layers combined 396

with CNTs have been pursued in various strategies to imbue 397

sensing capabilities. PDMS is favorable for flexible electrode 398

designs due to its transparent nature, notably high flexibility 399

and mechanical robustness. Additional properties make PDMS 400

an ideal choice for diverse biological applications due to 401

its biocompatibility, chemical inertness, ease of synthesis, 402

and low cost. For example, wearable patch devices have 403

been used for the detection of human motion with various 404

postures and moving speeds via a strain sensor fabricated 405

with a flexible PDMS substrate with successive layers of 406

SWCNT and poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) polystyrene 407

sulfonate (PEDOT:PSS) inks [96]. The PDMS substrate acts 408

as an adherent platform for sensing layers of the stacked 409

piezoresistive nanohybrid film consisting of SWCNTs and a 410
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conductive elastomeric composite of PU-PEDOT:PSS, which411

detects underlying strains on the user’s face and enables the412

identification of subtle human emotion physical manifesta-413

tions, including crying and laughing; due to the stacked three-414

layer design with PDMS as the bottom substrate, this wearable415

e-skin sensor demonstrates high stability, stretchability up416

to 100%, and optical transparency of 62%. PDMS has also417

been used in a skin-attachable strain sensor as a flexible sub-418

strate coated with conductive films containing MWCNTs and419

PEDOT:PSS, demonstrating high sensitivity, high durability,420

fast response, and high transparency [97]. Furthermore, PDMS421

was incorporated with CNTs toward a transparent sensor with422

PANI nanofibers and V2O5 on indium–tin-oxide-coated PET423

film, exhibiting an optical visual change in color according to424

the intensity of strain toward real-time sensing of body motion.425

A significant benefit of elastomeric polymers, such as426

PDMS as a substrate, is its versatility due to its moldability,427

which allows PDMS to be cast into desirable geometries428

and surface morphologies. A flexible CNT-based strain sensor429

has been fabricated with a patterned PDMS substrate and430

combined with a PANI layer for dual functionality as a431

supercapacitor [98]; the PDMS is cast into a mold with a432

plant leaf surface and coated with aligned CNTs coated with433

PANI. The natural grooves and wrinkles in the leaf template434

introduce a patterned microstructure that exhibited higher435

performance than a conventional PDMS substrate counterpart.436

The patterned microstructure reduces the spacing between437

CNTs, allowing greater connections when undergoing strain.438

As a result, a larger range of detectable strain is observed439

as a flexible strain sensor, greater than 40% compared to the440

nonpatterned PDMS substrate.441

IV. CNT-BASED FLEXIBLE ELECTROCHEMICAL442

SENSORS443

Flexible sensors can be divided into two categories: flexi-444

ble mechanical sensors and flexible electrochemical sensors.445

In this section, we discuss flexible electrochemical sensors446

first, starting by introducing the working principle of CNT-447

based electrochemical sensors and discussing the applications.448

Electrochemical sensors can detect electrochemical reac-449

tions via interaction between the sensing surface and the450

analytes [99]. CNTs have excellent electronic and chemical451

properties due to their unique nanostructures, providing highly452

desirable characteristics, such as large surface area, excellent453

conductivity, and good biocompatibility. Thus, the application454

of CNTs on electrochemical sensors has been intensively455

explored.456

Individual CNTs have a nanotube structure with two distinct457

surface regions: the sidewalls and ends. The sidewall regions458

of congregated CNT forests can provide a larger surface459

area (large surface-to-volume ratios) than graphene, increasing460

reaction sites. Pertaining to a low volume, CNTs can also be461

used in microelectronic devices. Moreover, CNTs have been462

found to enhance the electrochemical reactivity of major bio-463

molecules and proteins [100], [101]. To explore the application464

of electrochemical sensors based on CNTs, it is essential to465

analyze the fabrication methods and working mechanisms,466

including substrate selection, immobilization method, func- 467

tionalization method, and the arrangement of CNTs. 468

Another direction for exploration to expand the application 469

field of electrochemical sensors is imparting flexibility to 470

create flexible electrochemical sensors. The size of the device 471

and the ability to resist deformation caused by chemical 472

or physical factors are two major factors for consideration. 473

Electrochemical sensors based on CNTs realize miniaturiza- 474

tion, allowing the effective shrinking of wearable devices 475

to impressively small and discreet units [102]. Furthermore, 476

with the development of flexible materials, highly desirable 477

electrochemical sensors can be realized by combining CNTs 478

and flexible substrates, resulting in excellent conformability, 479

high flexibility, and seamless daily life integration. 480

A. CNT Functionalization 481

The unique chemical structure of CNTs allows several 482

functional groups to be attached to the surface. Thus, the func- 483

tionalized CNTs can be applied in the electrochemical sensing 484

area. In this section, we show three primary functionalization 485

methods of CNTs. 486

An effective means to expand the applications of CNTs is 487

through their functionalization. Although CNTs have many 488

unique properties that bestow these materials with significant 489

potential to be used in various electrochemical sensors, the 490

sidewall region of pristine CNTs is chemically inert. Func- 491

tionalization can solve this problem; it is crucial for fully 492

exploiting CNTs for diverse applications. Researchers have 493

developed effective methods to functionalize CNT surfaces, 494

such as polymer wrapping, biomolecule binding, and metal 495

ion binding. To further enhance the chemical sensitivity of 496

CNTs, other functionalization routes have been developed in 497

the past few years, including chemical and solid-phase or 498

hydromechanochemical methods [103]. 499

Noncovalent functionalization of CNTs, characterized by 500

noncovalent bonding of functional groups directly on CNT 501

surfaces is commonly accomplished by an oxidative process 502

of CNTs, producing defects located on the sidewall. These 503

defects create spaces for other functional groups to be 504

anchored on the CNTs, providing chemical reaction sites. 505

However, this method is hard to control, and too many defects 506

will weaken the electrical properties of CNTs. Therefore, 507

a new noncovalent functionalization method, known as the 508

small-molecule-based noncovalent functionalization method, 509

has been reported to expand the application area. In this 510

approach, the dissolution and the surface modification of 511

SWCNTs are achieved using a commercially available diazo 512

dye, Congo red [104], which results in very stable per- 513

formance. There are several derivative methods, including 514

biomolecule-based noncovalent functionalization [105]. 515

Covalent functionalization of CNTs is an additional method 516

that has been employed in the literature [106]. In addi- 517

tion to noncovalent bonding, the functional group can be 518

combined with CNTs via covalent bonding. For example, 519

Williams et al. [107] developed a method to couple SWCNTs 520

covalently to peptide nucleic acid (PNA, an uncharged DNA 521

analog) and hybridized these macromolecular wires with 522

complementary DNA. Covalent functionalization can create 523
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a stronger bond between functional groups and CNTs, con-524

tributing to higher durability and long-term use.525

Conjugated polymers, such as polyaniline, polypyrrole526

(PPy), polythiophene, and their derivatives, can be combined527

with CNTs as promising materials for electrochemical sen-528

sors [103]. In combination with conjugated polymers, interac-529

tions between CNTs and polymers containing large molecules530

with functional groups can be covalent, electrostatic, hydrogen531

bonding, and/or π-stacking. The strong chemical interaction532

of polymers and CNTs leads to strong components coupling,533

pertaining to higher sensitivity and sensor response, especially534

in flexible sensors that rely on high connectivity when under-535

going repeated mechanical strain. A chemical polymerization536

of pyrrole monomer on MWCNTs can be achieved without537

adding any oxidants at room temperature [108]. Compared538

to noncovalent functionalization methods, this method can539

bypass the requirement of lower temperatures and reduce540

the introduction of other impurity ions common with the541

oxidants used in the oxidative method. Furthermore, the542

polymer functionalization treatment can preserve the integrity543

and the electronic structure of CNTs, as it produces fewer544

defects.545

B. Glucose Sensors546

Glucose biosensors increasingly draw attention owing to the547

requirements of patients with diabetes. The flexible CNT-based548

glucose sensors can be combined with monitor systems to549

realize real-time sensing. In this section, we discuss the550

applications of CNTs in flexible glucose-sensing areas.551

Electrochemical glucose sensors can be categorized into two552

types: enzymatic and nonenzymatic sensors [109]. Enzyme553

sensors composed of modified glucose oxidase are widely used554

for glucose determination. However, enzymes can be sensitive555

to variations in environmental conditions, and there are some556

other drawbacks to using enzymes, such as high price and557

low stability [110]. To resolve these problems, nonenzymatic558

sensors based on CNTs have recently been investigated.559

An electrostatically functionalized MWCNT-based flexible560

and nonenzymatic biosensor has been developed for glucose561

detection [111]. The nonenzymatic glucose sensor was based562

on electrostatically functionalized MWCNT electrodes, fol-563

lowed by thermally embedding the electrode in a flexible564

substrate to obtain a flexible glucose sensor. The electrosta-565

tic functionalization method has also been developed [112],566

in which the high electrical field ionized the oxygen, absorbed567

onto the surface of CNTs to form oxygenated functional568

bonds. This flexible glucose sensor can be fabricated easily,569

but there are limitations with the sensitivity to detect glucose.570

In comparison, glucose sensors based on CNT-FETs have571

shown a greater sensitivity. This type of sensor operates by572

an electrical signal produced when the resistance changes573

due to the absorption of glucose molecules on the FET574

surface, which are highly sensitive. Fig. 6 shows a diagram575

of a CNT-FET glucose sensor [113]; Fig. 6(a) shows the576

PDDA-SWCNT hybrid structure combined with PET polyester577

flexible substrate to form a flexible sensor, and Fig. 6(b) shows578

the working mechanism. The glucose oxidase accumulates on579

Fig. 6. Schematics of a field-effect glucose sensor. (a) Schematic
of the fabrication process of the glucose sensor [175]. (b) Proposed
combination of metal electrodes made of chromium or gold, a layer of
glucose oxidase biomolecular assembly, and SWCNT channel in the form
of FET. Figures reprinted with permission from [175] Copyright 2014,
Springer Nature.

Fig. 7. Chemiresistive sensing configuration based on two CNT car-
pets and polyaniline nanowires [251]. Figures reprinted with permission
from [251] Copyright 2016, Springer Nature.

the surface of CNTs to change resistance in the presence of 580

glucose, resulting in a detectable electrical signal. 581

Recently, the flexibility of the CNT-based glucose sensors 582

has been developed further to achieve a wearable glucose 583

sensor based on CNTs. Still, the demand for glucose sen- 584

sors is often closely coupled with insulin delivery since 585

insulin often needs to be delivered into the bloodstream. 586

Therefore, microneedle technology continues to be devel- 587

oped, such as through microneedle-based self-powered glucose 588

sensors [249]. A skin-attachable, stretchable electrochemical 589

sweat sensor has been reported for glucose and pH detec- 590

tion [114]. Compared to conventional glucose sensors, it is 591

wearable, noninvasive, and highly sensitive. Traditional glu- 592

cose sensors require the use of blood, and the detection of 593

blood glucose levels is usually invasive with complications 594
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Fig. 8. Schematic illustration of the fabrication of CNT network-coated LbL-assembled transparent healable PEM films by effectively casting
transparent CNT networks on self-healing substrates [117]. Figures reprinted with permission from [117] Copyright 2015, Wiley Online Library.

including skin irritation and discomfort. Therefore, wearable595

glucose sensors detecting glucose in alternative bodily fluids,596

such as sweat, have recently been pursued. Skin-attachable597

glucose sensors can be desirable for diabetic patient care, and598

they can monitor glucose continuously.599

In addition to electrochemical glucose sensors, the chemire-600

sistive glucose sensors are also trending in this research601

area. With the development of nanomaterials, the resistance602

of some materials shows high sensitivity to chemical envi-603

ronments, such as pH [250]. Therefore, by measuring the604

resistance of sensing materials with a chemical reaction, one605

can monitor the concentration of the chemical analyte. For606

example, polyaniline can be combined with CNTs as the607

sensing material to constitute a CNT-based chemiresistive608

glucose sensor [251], as shown in Fig. 7. Here, polyaniline is a609

conducting polymer whose conductivity is highly sensitive to610

its chemical surroundings. By employing these unique proper-611

ties, this glucose sensor can monitor the glucose concentration612

by measuring the pH variation during glucose oxidation.613

C. Healable Gas Sensors614

Flexible and even self-healable gas sensors are meaningful615

for many areas. In this section, we list the applications of616

CNTs on flexible and healable gas sensing areas.617

The need for sensing gases arises from many fields, includ-618

ing fire control, atmospheric research, and medical analyses.619

Typically, the gas sensor is a bulk instrument, and it does620

not meet daily use. CNT-based devices with various gas621

sensing mechanisms have been used to develop small-scale622

gas sensors [115]. The interaction of gases with CNTs at the623

contact area of metal-CNT is the major factor determining624

the sensitivity. The current change resulting from natural625

adsorption can be relatively weak. However, when attaching626

CNT to a gold nanowire, the electrical signal is amplified up627

to 30%. Detection of gases via electrochemical sensing with a628

field-effect transition has reported a p-channel FET to detect629

oxynitride [116].630

The development of flexible gas sensors for fire control and631

atmospheric research demonstrated a flexible and healable gas632

sensor based on MWCNTs’ network-coated polyelectrolyte633

multilayer film [117]. Fig. 8 shows the fabrication process of634

CNT network-coated layer-by-layer (LbL) assembled healable635

PEM films. Fig. 9 shows the working mechanism of the636

healable characteristic.637

D. Metal Sensors638

Metal sensors are one of the most common electrochemical639

sensors. In this section, we introduce the meaning of flexible640

metal sensors and the applications of CNTs.641

Fig. 9. Working mechanism of the healable gas sensor: (a) effective
sensing from the assembled healable transparent chemical gas sensor,
(b) cutting of the assembled sensor, (c) water-enabled healing, and
(d) after healing [117]. Figures reprinted with permission from [117]
Copyright 2015, Wiley Online Library.

In the past, heavy metal ion sensors were mainly applied 642

for environmental protection, and thus, flexibility and minia- 643

turization were not considered [118]. However, the application 644

of heavy metal detection has expanded beyond environmental, 645

and attention has been focused on their use for food analy- 646

sis [119], [120]. In addition, many heavy metals are harmful 647

to human health, such as lead, cadmium, and arsenic [121]. 648

Therefore, the low-cost and high-sensitivity electrochemical 649

sensors for heavy metal sensing are in great demand, and 650

flexibility and miniaturization have become significant for 651

these applications [122]. 652

CNT-based heavy metal sensors have been realized via 653

reduced graphene oxide-CNT (rGO-CNT) as a miniaturized 654

flexible sensor [54]. rGO-CNT composites were also patterned 655

into Au/rGO-CNT electrodes on the flexible PI substrate via 656

microfabrication [55]. After the deposition of bismuth film on 657

the surface of the electrode, a sensor with three electrodes for 658

the detection of lead and cadmium ions can be integrated [55]. 659

Fig. 10 shows that the rGO-CNT composite can improve the 660

sensitivity significantly [54]. 661

In addition to lead and cadmium ions, other heavy metal 662

sensors based on CNTs have been realized by different func- 663

tionalization methods. Paul et al. [123] have demonstrated 664

DNA functionalized CNT to detect Hg(II) ions over Cd(II) 665

and Pb(II) ions. The nucleobases of DNA, such as adenine 666

and thymine, can be bound to the surface of CNTs through 667
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Fig. 10. Cyclic voltammogram of different working electrodes. Au elec-
trode (black line), Au/rGO electrode (red line), Au/rGOCNT5-1 electrode
(blue line), and Au/rGOCNT10-1 electrode (green line) [176]. Figures
reprinted with permission from [176] Copyright 2017, IEEE.

π–π affinities for Hg(II) ions and can attract Hg(II) ions to668

form a stable structure. The coordinate ligand-Hg(II) bond669

possesses a higher covalent character than either the ligand-670

Cd(II) or ligand-Pb(II) bond. Therefore, it can precisely detect671

Hg(II) ions over Cd(II) and Pb(II) ions. Lien et al. [124] also672

provide a green functionalization method for CNT to fabricate673

lead ion sensors. A Nafion-modified graphene/CNT composite674

deposited with Bi on the screen-printed electrode has been675

realized to replace the traditional Bi film method to detect676

lead ions. The result shows that the sensitivity of lead ions677

on Nafion-G/CNT-BiSPE was about 50 times higher than the678

traditional method of stacking interactions. The larger surface679

area provided by CNT can help enhance the reaction area.680

Combining functionalized CNTs with the flexible substrate681

can be used for multiple kinds of heavy metal sensors that682

are both flexible and wearable.683

E. Implantable Biomedical Sensors684

Flexible and implantable biomedical sensors are meaningful685

for the health-monitoring area. In this section, we show the686

performance of CNT-based flexible and implantable biomed-687

ical sensors.688

Cell interfacial sensors are used to detect the molecular689

release of cells, primarily used in biomedical areas, such690

as vital signs (i.e., glucose, blood fat, and blood platelet)691

and cancer cells, which can help to monitor various indi-692

cators, especially for cancer/leukemia patients, with faster693

response times and with greater convenience. The flexible694

and miniaturized cell interfacial sensors based on CNTs have695

been developed to make the sensor skin-attachable or body-696

implantable.697

For in vitro bio-microsystems, the novel porous membrane-698

based biosensors were developed [125], resulting in high699

sensitivity, resulting in high sensitivity on the scale of cell-700

molecular release by directly detecting low quantity levels.701

The porous membrane-based biosensors are operated via 702

membrane-integrated cyclic voltammetry (CV) with a CNT- 703

modified working electrode and were shown to selectively 704

detect neurotransmitter serotonin (5-HT). Fig. 11 shows the 705

whole structure with a demonstration of its flexibility. In addi- 706

tion, this membrane can support cell-interfacial impedance 707

electrodes to monitor complex body signals. In the future, 708

this approach can directly be used to fabricate additional 709

biomedical sensors with diverse applications. 710

In addition to cell-interfacial sensors, implantable biomed- 711

ical sensors can help detect low concentration bioindicators 712

inside the body, an important index to evaluate disease severity. 713

A bioindicator, chondroitin sulfate proteoglycan (CSPG), is the 714

main component of the glial scar, which will inhibit axonal 715

regeneration after spinal cord injury. Jeong et al. [126] have 716

developed a highly flexible and implantable electrochemical 717

biosensor as a substitute for magnetic resonance imaging 718

(MRI) to monitor glial scar, resulting in high sensitivity 719

and low cost. COOH-functionalized MWCNT networks were 720

deposited on a flexible polymer substrate to fabricate the 721

sensor. The large surface area of CNTs provided a large reac- 722

tion region for low concentration conditions. The minimum 723

concentration at which CSPGs inhibit axonal regeneration was 724

about 10 μg/mL. This kind of CSPG sensor can detect CSGPs 725

at the concentration of 1 μg/mL, proving that it can precisely 726

detect CSPG even in very low concentrations. 727

F. Pathogen Diagnosis 728

Rapid pathogen diagnosis by sensors is a novel area. In this 729

section, we focus on the performance and structure design of 730

CNT-based flexible pathogen sensors. 731

Flexible electrochemical sensors based on CNTs have two 732

major advantages: high sensitivity and miniature size, owing 733

to their novel development focusing on diagnosing pathogens 734

and wearable electronics. An HIV DNA biosensor based on 735

CNTs has been developed with flexibility. The sensor is based 736

on a flexible paper-based Ni-MOF composite/AuNP/CNT film 737

electrode to detect HIV DNA directly [127]. The Ni-MOF 738

composite/AuNPs (Ni–Au composite) are deposited on the 739

surface of the CNT/PVA film electrode to form Ni–Au com- 740

posite/CNT/PVA (CCP) film, and CNTs are provided a large 741

reaction surface to load a large amount of single DNA for HIV 742

detection. In addition, the paper-based structure enabled high 743

flexibility. Fig. 12 shows the fabrication process of this film. 744

The result shows that the paper-based sensor could maintain 745

stable performance even having been after 200 times bending 746

or 0%–20% stretching under different strain conditions. Thus, 747

the CNT-based electrode successfully detects HIV DNA even 748

in a complex chemical environment. 749

For wearable electronics, the detection of sodium in 750

sweat can help monitor health metrics during sports or fit- 751

ness. The major challenge for a wearable sodium sensor 752

is maintaining stable performance under inevitable mechan- 753

ical deformation and good electrochemical properties under 754

the erosion of sweat. A fully flexible sodium sensor sys- 755

tem with integrated Au/CNT/Au nanocomposites has been 756

developed [128]. Fig. 13 shows the whole structure and 757

the flexibility of this sodium sensor. Lim et al. [128] have 758
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Fig. 11. Multimodal electrode-integrated porous cell culture membrane. (a) Image of electrodes fabricated on a transparent, flexible membrane.
Scale bar = 10 mm. (b) Diagram of multimodal electrode functionalities. CE, WE, and RE: counter, working, and reference electrodes [125]. Figures
reprinted with permission from [125] Copyright 2019, IEEE.

Fig. 12. Schematic of the fabrication process for the flexible Ni–Au composite/CNT/PVA film electrode and the detection of the target DNA [127].
Figures reprinted with permission from [127] Copyright 2021, Elsevier.

also demonstrated the performance comparison between this759

sensor and various similar products; the flexible sodium760

sensor demonstrated higher sensitivity compared to other761

rigid bulk electronics in addition to a minimum vol-762

ume with a low-performance variation of only roughly763

3% when it is attached to the skin during continuous764

motion.765

V. CNT-BASED FLEXIBLE MECHANICAL SENSORS766

Flexible Mechanical sensors are another category. This767

section introduces the development of CNT-based flexible768

mechanical sensors and then lists several applications and 769

discusses how CNTs help enhance mechanical sensing per- 770

formance. 771

Mechanical sensors are made to be sensitive to changes 772

in mechanical stimuli, including strain, force, and pressure. 773

Detection of mechanical properties has been employed for 774

healthcare monitoring [129], robotics [5], civil engineer- 775

ing [23], electronic skins [130], aerospace [131], and human– 776

machine interfaces [132]. Mechanical sensing often detects 777

deformation, translated into a recordable electrical signal and 778

undergoes signal processing. 779
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Fig. 13. Overview of an all-in-one, wireless, fully flexible sodium sensor
system. (a) Photograph of an integrated, flexible device composed of a
thin-film sodium sensing SSISE, reference electrode (RE), and wireless
membrane circuit with integrated functional chips for data acquisition.
(b) Photographs capturing the seamless integration of the device on a
palm, a finger, and a glass bulb. (c) Multilayered integrated device fab-
ricated by using the combination of microfabrication, hard-soft material
integration, transfer printing, and electrochemical deposition. (d) Sodium
sensor composed of a pair of thin-film SS-ISE and RE on μ-fabricated
Au pads [128]. Figures reprinted with permission from [128] Copyright
2021, Elsevier.

A force sensor can be used to measure tensile, compressive,780

shear, torsional, bending, and/or frictional forces. A touch781

sensor is a force sensor specifically used to measure contact782

of an approaching force (i.e., object) to the sensor surface.783

An ordered array of touch sensors can be incorporated within784

a design to fabricate a tactile sensor, which is used to mea-785

sure the spatial distribution of forces to the sensor surface.786

Tactile sensors are often used in robotics applications to787

simulate the complex sensation of touch toward the detection788

of a variety of surface properties, including texture, shape,789

and hardness [21], [130], [133]. The resulting response of790

a flexible electrode to applied mechanical stimuli identifies791

the type of mechanical sensor that can be realized. Applied792

strain to an electrode can be correlated with a change in793

resistance, defined by the relationship between the change794

in geometric/mechanical alterations due to applied strain and795

the resulting change in conductance. This behavior allows796

measuring changes in resistance of a conducting material797

toward strain sensing applications. Mechanical sensors oper-798

ate via the detection of acoustic waves that respond to the799

propagation of these mechanical waves across the sensor’s800

surface that alters with wave properties, including amplitude801

and velocity. Inertial sensors, including accelerometer and802

gyroscope, can sense acceleration and angular acceleration,803

respectively. Piezoresistive sensors respond to pressure, bend- 804

ing, or force and contain piezoelectric materials that produce 805

an electrical charge proportional to an applied force [134]. 806

With the application of mechanical load, a resistance change 807

occurs, which is detectable by the sensors. Mechanical sensors 808

exist in various forms and are synthesized to sense desirable 809

mechanical characteristics of a system. 810

Recently, CNTs have been explored as components for 811

developing flexible mechanical sensors. CNT ribbons have 812

been directly drawn from CVD-grown CNTs, such as stretch- 813

able electrodes with a high aspect ratio, high conductivity, 814

and mechanical toughness [135]. CNTs realized in flexible 815

electrode designs are often incorporated as functional fillers 816

within polymer materials [136]. Electrically conductive con- 817

jugated polymer coatings on CNTs were also demonstrated for 818

mechanical sensing, such as polymer-coated CNTs [137]. 819

A. Wearable Applications 820

This section lists several typical CNT-based mechanical 821

sensors, followed by the introduction of the structures and the 822

discussion of the working principle of those sensors. 823

Various wearable and flexible mechanical sensors have 824

been realized with CNTs with flexible polymers to form 825

flexible conductive electrodes that detect various forms of 826

human motion. A flexible strain sensor has been realized 827

through a facile and low-cost leaf templating process to pattern 828

PDMS incorporated with wrinkled CNTs as a conductive layer 829

that records changes in resistance due to the application of 830

strain [98]. As shown in Fig. 14(a), human motion at one’s 831

joints has also been recorded by strain sensors comprised of 832

CNTs embedded in transparent polymer films [138]. Large- 833

scale human motion monitoring sensors have also been demon- 834

strated with hydrogels composed of CNTs, including finger 835

motion and bicipital muscle of arm motion, as shown in 836

Fig. 14(b) [139]. A flexible capacitive pressure sensor has 837

been used for gait signal analysis via nylon filter paper- 838

based MWCNT and PEDOT:PSS composite electrodes and 839

flexible PDMS layers [140]. Wound dressing applications have 840

also been realized by combining CNTs and PPy coatings on 841

conventional PU elastomers to form flexible and antibacterial 842

piezoresistive porous devices that detect human motion [141]. 843

Flexible skin-attachable CNT-based sensors have been 844

realized to detect subtle human motion in response to 845

mechanical stimuli. As shown in Fig. 14(c), stacked PU- 846

PEDOT:PSS/SWCNT/PU-PEDOT:PSS structures were used 847

to detect sensitive measurements relating to facial motions, 848

including emotional expressions of crying and laugh- 849

ing [96]. Similarly, PANI/nickel nanoparticles (Ni NPs) 850

/COOH-functionalized MWCNTs (COOH-MWCNTs) con- 851

ductive paste has been incorporated on cotton fabric as a 852

flexible pressure sensor to detect additional subtle human 853

micromotions, such as face, eye, and finger movements. Using 854

a PU foam substrate, a skin-like stretchable array of mechani- 855

cal sensors with coatings of MWCNT/PANI nanocomposite 856

was demonstrated toward subtle wrist pulse measurements, 857

as shown in Fig. 14(d) [142]. CNTs have also been used in 858

MWCNT-PANI composites as electrode materials in pressure 859

sensor arrays to enable tactile sensing that mimics the sense 860
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Fig. 14. (a) Strain sensor mounted on the knuckle (top left) and the backside of the wrist (bottom left) for detecting human motions: finger motions
of clenching, bending with angles of 20◦, 45◦, and 90◦ (top right), and hand motions of bending, swing with a badminton racket (bottom-right) [138].
(b) Large-scale human motion monitoring sensors have also been demonstrated with hydrogels composed of conjugated polymers with CNTs,
including finger motion and bicipital muscle of arm motion [139]. (c) Time-dependent ΔR/R0 responses of the sensor attached to the forehead and
skin near the mouth to detect facial motions, including emotional expressions of crying and laughing [96]. (d) Skin-like stretchable array of mechanical
sensors based on PU foam coated with MWCNT/PANI nanocomposite was demonstrated toward subtle wrist pulse measurements [142]. Figures
reprinted with permission from [138] Copyright 2018, IOP Publishing. Figures reprinted with permission from [139] Copyright 2018, ASC Publications.
Figures reprinted with permission from [96] Copyright 2015, ACS Publications. Figures reprinted with permission from [142] Copyright 2017, Nature
Publishing Group.

of touch with tunable measurement range and high durability.861

In vivo physiological monitoring has also been accomplished862

by an injectable conductive self-healing hydrogel, composed863

of MWCNT-PEDOT-PAM-PVA, which is cross-linked in a864

simplified process to achieve reliable detection of precise pulse865

signals from the human radial and carotid arteries [143].866

In addition to flexible polymer-based electrodes, various867

fiber-like structures and e-textiles have also been developed868

toward wearable mechanical sensors for sensing a wide869

range of human motions. Cotton/CNT sheath-core yarn has870

been demonstrated on various parts of the human body to871

detect finger, wrist, and leg movement, in addition to more872

sensitive esophageal movements [144]. The durable CNT-873

based mechanical sensor has been demonstrated as a breath-874

able textile that could withstand conventional textile washing875

methods [145]. A wearable and shape-memory strain sensor876

comprised of flexible thermoplastic PU fiber as the core877

support coated with well-aligned CNT has been shown to878

detect multimodal deformation (tension, bending, and torsion)879

with demonstrated applications of detection of finger bending,880

breathing, and phonation [146]. Additional e-textile sensors881

composed of stitchable CNT-based fiber sensors have been882

demonstrated toward force sensing via changes in resistivity883

upon application of force [147]. A sensor design of conven-884

tional textile (i.e., cotton fabric) coated with CNT and PANI885

was also demonstrated for pressure sensing with application886

toward wearable use [148]. CNT-based mechanical sensors in887

textiles widen their application toward wearable applications.888

B. Durability 889

Flexibility and durability are two significant indicators 890

to measure the performance of flexible mechanical sensors. 891

This section discusses the antistrain performances of various 892

CNT-based mechanical sensors and explains how CNTs can 893

be used to enhance flexibility and stretchability. 894

Flexible mechanical sensors commonly appear in wearable 895

applications, often exposed to strains, impact, and potentially 896

harmful environmental conditions. Thus, durability toward 897

repeated loads is important for flexible mechanical sensors 898

in their implantation in real-world applications [129]. Many 899

strategies have been pursued in the literature to fabricate and 900

test CNT-based sensors that can withstand these forms of 901

exposure. However, existing flexible polymer materials that 902

are often combined with CNTs to create flexible mechanical 903

sensors also have inherent limitations with tearing or damage. 904

To compensate for these known limitations and expand their 905

capacity, strategies have been pursued toward self-healing 906

and protective properties to retain reliable sensor performance 907

within expected practical environments. 908

Durable and highly flexible substrates have primarily 909

focused on demonstrating durable and flexible platforms 910

incorporated with CNTs toward flexible mechanical sen- 911

sors. A porous PDMS structure to enable breathability has 912

been used as an intermediate layer between CNT-based 913

sensing layers. A capacitive pressure sensor to offer struc- 914

ture enabling high stability (>10 000 compression-release 915

cycles) with a high R2 value of 0.97, and a wide working 916
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Fig. 15. (a) Reliability test of the fabricated sensor under the repeated 10 000 compression-release cycles at a frequency of 0.1 Hz [140].
(b) Increased durability of strain sensor design with a patterned PDMS substrate [98]. (c) Normalized capacitances of the pressure sensing device
with stretching by 100% and 200% tested for 6000 cycles [150]. Figures reprinted with permission from [140] Copyright 2018, Elsevier. Figures
reprinted with permission from [98] Copyright 2019, Wiley Online Library. Figures reprinted with permission from [150] Copyright 2020, Elsevier.

pressure range (<1200 kPa), as shown in Fig. 15(a) [140].917

Due to its high stability, the wearable sensor is inserted918

into an insole and withstood mechanical stress caused by919

walking, enabling its use for real-time gait-signal monitor-920

ing. As shown in Fig. 15(b), patterning PDMS substrates921

with microstructures has also been pursued in CNT-based922

strain sensors to increase its durability under stretching923

when compared to unpatterned PDMS substrates [98]. High924

strain performance has also been observed with fiber sub-925

strate designs, such as cotton/CNT sheath-core yarn, which926

results in highly stretchable spring-like structures that exhibit927

excellent stability and an ultrahigh strain sensing range of928

0%–350% [149]. Coaxial-fiber strain sensors composed of929

CNT have also exhibited durable and stable performance after930

stretching for 6000 cycles at a strain of 200%, as shown in931

Fig. 15(c) [150].932

Protective coatings have also been employed within flex-933

ible CNT-based mechanical sensor designs. For example,934

a highly robust flexible textile sensor was developed with935

a layer of PPy-polydopamine-perfluorodecyltrlethoxysilane936

(PPy-PDA-PFDS) deposited on top of a CNT network trans-937

ducer layer embedded on a textile substrate (i.e., simulta-938

neously superhydrophobic and superoleophobic), protecting939

itself from the interference of a variety of agents and demon-940

strated reproducible performance following machine-washing941

and tape-peeling cycles [145]. PVA has also been used as an942

exterior coating on CNT-based flexible sensors to increase943

Young’s modulus and additional environmental protection.944

Hui et al. [151] have performed a 2000-cycle fatigue test to945

demonstrate that the performance is relatively identical to the946

sensor without coating.947

Tensile strain often leads to crack formation and propagation 948

in conductive thin films, which can inhibit the performance 949

of a flexible mechanical sensor [152]. Conjugated polymers 950

have been combined with CNTs to offer enhanced electronic 951

properties and mechanical robustness as films. A CNT-based 952

piezoresistive motion sensor composed of CNT and PPy layers 953

demonstrated high stability and reversible net-like microcrack 954

formation under moderate stretching deformations. The CNTs 955

act as electric bridges between microcracks observed in the 956

polymer matrix [141]. Kim et al. [138] have introduced a 957

fiber-reinforced region formed by inkjet-printing SWCNT thin 958

films in a PEDOT:PSS thin film to demonstrate a strain sensor 959

that suppressed crack propagation in fiber-reinforced regions 960

under tensile strain. Even after 1000 cycles at 50% tensile 961

strain, a working range of 70% is still observed, and the high 962

performance is explained by different fracture mechanisms at 963

the CNT-reinforced regions of the PEDOT:PSS films. 964

Crack formation is also mitigated by designing flexible 965

mechanical sensors with self-healing properties. Self-healing 966

hydrogels can repair and restore their original functionality 967

when damaged by strain or impact [153]. This form of 968

durability can increase the lifetime of a wearable sensor that 969

is prone to tears and mechanical damage. For example, nanos- 970

tructured PPy and CNTs have been incorporated into self- 971

healing hydrogel sensors as multifunctional wearable pressure 972

sensors [139]. Observations of its self-healing ability have 973

been made by cutting the sensor into two distinct pieces and 974

contacting the ends to allow unassisted self-healing; the result- 975

ing healed hydrogel is lifted by one end without observable 976

boundaries, demonstrating its ability and efficiency. Similarly, 977

an injectable self-healing hydrogel consisting of CNT and 978
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TABLE I
COMPARATIVE TABLE OF CNT-BASED MECHANICAL SENSORS [59], [76], [77], [78], [79], [81], [157], [158], [159], [160], [163], [164], [178],

[179], [180], [181], [182], [183], [184], [185], [186], [187], [188], [189], [190], [191], [192]

PEDOT as a miniature mechanical sensor has been developed979

for in vivo detection of subtle physiological signals, such as980

respiration [143], with rapid self-healing ability, and consistent981

and linear responses to applied strain.982

VI. CONCLUSION983

This review highlights the state-of-the-art wearable and flex-984

ible CNT-based sensors that operate via electrochemical and985

mechanical stimuli. The development of flexible and wearable986

devices that can sense a variety of chemical species and987

mechanical behaviors is critical to advancing the healthcare988

industry toward real-time continuous monitoring applications. 989

With the advent of CNTs and advancing polymer technologies, 990

rapid advances in processing methods and innovative material 991

combinations have correlated with their use in flexible and 992

wearable sensors with diverse functionalities. 993

Sensors that do not exhibit flexibility within the industry are 994

often fabricated with rigid metals and semiconductors, limiting 995

their flexible capabilities. Furthermore, these methods often 996

require multistep processes requiring various equipment that 997

can increase expenses and process times. CNTs can be seam- 998

lessly integrated into flexible polymer materials as conductive 999
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TABLE II
COMPARATIVE TABLE OF CNT-BASED ELECTROCHEMICAL SENSORS [12], [80], [127], [162], [169], [173], [193], [194], [195], [196], [197],

[198], [199], [200], [201], [202], [203], [204], [205], [206], [207]

materials for electrode designs. Furthermore, their inherent1000

mechanical properties and favorable size allow them to be1001

easily incorporated into common flexible substrate synthesis1002

methods, including dip coating, inkjet printing drop-casting,1003

and direct polymerization. In addition to these favorable fab-1004

rication enabling properties, CNTs as individual components1005

also have high flexibility, electrochemical stability, and desir-1006

able electronic properties, making them ideal candidates for1007

flexible sensors.1008

While CNTs can enhance the strain range of flexible sensors1009

due to their excellent mechanical properties [154], the antis-1010

train property of aligned CNT-based sensors strongly depends1011

on the deformation direction [155]; while, for electrochemical1012

sensing, the chemical concentration is measured through the1013

change of an electrical signal, its change is composed of two1014

parts: 1) sensing target and 2) strain deformation, in measur- 1015

ing deformation. This problem could be overcome, to some 1016

extent, by incorporating CNT-flexible substrate composites in 1017

specific architectures to modify the mechanical properties of 1018

devices for different applications, such as pyramid microstruc- 1019

ture [156], microspheres [157], and micropillar array pat- 1020

terns [98]. 1021

Tables I and II summarize the progress in developing 1022

flexible and wearable sensors based on CNTs in terms of 1023

mechanisms, material, and several aspects of performance 1024

for mechanical and electrochemical sensors, respectively. For 1025

comparison, flexible mechanical and electrochemical sensors 1026

that do not contain CNTs are shown in Tables III and IV. 1027

Flexible sensors can be divided into two categories: flexi- 1028

ble mechanical sensors and flexible electrochemical sensors. 1029
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TABLE III
COMPARATIVE TABLE OF NON-CNT-BASED MECHANICAL SENSORS [4], [165], [166], [167], [208], [209], [210], [211], [212], [213], [214],

[215], [216], [217], [218], [219], [220], [221], [222], [223], [224]

Compared to pressure sensors without CNTs, the CNT-based1030

sensors show a wide sensing range [158] and rapid (e.g.,1031

25 ms) response time [159], provided by an efficient elec-1032

tron transfer [160]. Furthermore, CNTs can enhance the1033

strain range of flexible sensors due to their mechanical1034

properties [161], resulting in 400% tensile or compression1035

strain [159]. On the other hand, the sensitivity of the CNT-1036

based sensors often demonstrates smaller variations than those1037

based on other materials [162], [163], [164], [165], [166].1038

For electrochemical sensing, CNT-based sensors show better1039

stretchability and less bendability than other sensors based1040

on other materials [156]. However, the flexibility of aligned1041

CNT-based sensors strongly depends on the deformation1042

direction [155]. Also, CNTs show higher stretchability than1043

bendability [167]; when an external load is applied along the1044

perpendicular direction of the CNT sheet, the CNTs tend to1045

produce cracks to form a rough fracture surface, changing1046

their electrical properties under bending conditions. As for1047

durability, CNT-based flexible electrochemical sensors have1048

shorter working life [127], [168], [169], [170], [171]. However, 1049

combining CNTs with other materials as a protection layer 1050

can prolong the working life, such as the imprinted (MIP) 1051

poly(GMA-co-EGDMA) deposited on the CNTs, which can 1052

realize 30 days of working life [172]. 1053

For future consideration, developmental research of stretch- 1054

able and flexible sensors containing CNTs must continue to be 1055

expanded in diverse arrangements, functionalities, and material 1056

combinations to widen the field’s potential applications and 1057

performances. Further research must be pursued in taking 1058

advantage of CNTs toward tailoring their function and spec- 1059

ification in combination with multimodal sensing and single 1060

devices that can sense a multitude of chemical species and/or 1061

mechanical disturbances simultaneously via microelectrode 1062

arrays. Future developments need to be pursued in combining 1063

these flexible sensors into compact independent devices that 1064

include energy storage and data storage and/or transmission 1065

within a single device that could be used on the human body. 1066

Additional methods enabling high sensing performance while 1067
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TABLE IV
COMPARATIVE TABLE OF NON-CNT-BASED MECHANICAL SENSORS [170], [171], [172], [225], [226], [227], [228], [229], [230], [231], [232],

[233], [234], [235], [236], [237], [238], [239], [240], [241], [242], [243], [244]

shielding the sensor from its environment need to be further1068

developed, considering the long-term use of flexible sensors1069

in practical wearable applications. Long-term use also needs1070

to be explored in more detail, including incorporating and1071

studying passivation layers to protect the wearable sensor1072

and allow breathability for adequate gas exchange and per-1073

spiration. Owing to their properties and diverse applications1074

demonstrated in the literature, CNTs are prime candidate1075

materials for flexible electrode designs for developing next-1076

generation wearable sensors for wearable electronics and1077

healthcare applications.1078
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